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NOTES ON LANGUAGE AND ORTHOGRAPHY

This book uses many Yorùbá words, explaining their meanings on the first mention, providing translations where necessary, and using them as key entry points to long analyses. As a tonal language, each syllable has a low, medium and high pitch, which affects the meanings of words. In recent orthography, sh has been replaced with a dot under the s (ṣ). Where dots are under e and o, they indicate shorter sounds. The overarching idea behind the design of orthography is the possibility of devising symbols (in this case, letters) to represent each significant sound of a language to ensure there is at least a one-to-one relation between sounds and the symbol that represents them – bearing in mind that humans started as speaking beings, and writing is a later development. Thus, to avoid the ambiguity resulting from the use of similar letters for different sounds of Yorùbá, particularly [ʃ, ɛ, ɔ] written as [ṣ, ẹ, ọ] and their relative: [s, e, o] written as [s, e, o]. Things become quickly complicated because there is a limited set of letters available in the Roman/Latin alphabet to be adopted. As a result, additional signs (technically, diacritics) above, below, beside, and before are being added to the alphabet. Meanwhile, convenience and familiarity are traded for esoteric symbols. From afar and to untrained eyes, [ṣ, ẹ, ọ] and [s, e, o] could be mistaken as being the same.
PREFACE

Decolonizing African Knowledge: Autoethnography and African Epistemologies demonstrates how autoethnography can enhance the study of Africa. Its fundamental features as a research tool provide channels to and for foregrounding and consolidating subaltern perspectives in the mainstream, that is, as central, especially outside the hegemony of Western methodologies and perspectives in the study of African cultures and knowledge forms. It also substantiates the work of African scholars decolonizing African knowledge and knowledge-producing centers by providing effective alternative strategies, methods, or methodologies.

The pervasiveness and absolute hegemony of the West and its philosophies in African countries – where a Western presence has become a metastatic cancer eating away at centuries-old traditions and the knowledge they hold – demands alternative, innovative, and sometimes far-reaching approaches to sustain African heritage and culture. The continuous Western infiltration, encroachment, and takeover of Africa, even after the institutions of slavery and colonialism have supposedly been halted, can be seen in the insurmountable presence and influence of Western capitalism and culture on the continent.

Western capitalism controls the direction and ethics of research, along with the knowledge, benefits, and profits gained from that research or the use to which such research and its findings are put. It provides the methodologies, principles, and philosophies that shape research on Africa. These allow research on Africa to be guided by Western modes and systems of thinking or rethinking phenomena, displacing them (African phenomena) outside of their natural, cultural scope. Sadly, Africa’s position in the global matrix of power requires African researchers – whether Western trained or continental – to rely on these Western-derived methodologies and principles in their research engagement with African cultures. This perpetuates the conditions of coloniality that sustain the West’s domineering presence in Africa. The condition of coloniality expresses itself in several ways and sustains several unequal equations or relational inequalities: it could be the objective researcher versus the voiceless African subject unable to shape the direction of discourse; the consideration of African culture as something only capable of...
producing data that researchers interpret from Eurocentric perspectives; the use of Western theories to examine African realities; or in claims of ethical concerns regarding researchers who also serve as subjects of research.

Knowledge fuels national progress and defines a nation’s identity. The methods of producing such knowledge determine its relevance, uses, and outcomes. This makes it counterproductive to base the knowledge that defines Africa solely on outsiders’ perspectives. Using Western concepts to generate knowledge about Africa can sabotage decolonial efforts because of their sometimes authoritarian, totalizing, and overly presumptuous conclusions about Africa, allowing for omissions, errors, sweeping generalizations, and provincial or prejudicial perspectives to form the foundation of African knowledge and knowledge about Africa. In this situation, that which is presented as African knowledge runs contrary to the realities, needs, and potential of African cultures.

Decolonizing African Knowledge: Autoethnography and African Epistemologies builds a connection between autoethnography and how Africa is and can be studied. The narratives it presents, which also foreground its argument, suggest that an insider’s perspective can be merged with the rigor and principles of research to re-determine how African epistemologies are pushed to the center of global knowledge production. These perspectives can take any form, from autobiographical narratives to archived/archival and culturally relevant items. The book demonstrates that archival materials can serve as the basis for critical introspection on African culture. In doing this, individuality is expanded and retooled to reflect on the larger cultural framework.

This book presents an argument that cultural items, including sculptures, textiles, paintings, and photographs, can be transformed from archived materials into cultural vehicles, while also retaining their place as items within a personal collection. One implication of this book’s argument on decolonizing African knowledge through autoethnography is that the experiences constituting an autobiography or life narrative can be reflected upon to critically interrogate the culture that shaped them. With the intent of emphasizing these experiences and the knowledge they represent as culturally significant, African epistemologies – serving as the bedrock of experiential knowledge – can be accentuated beyond the repressive allowances of Western-oriented research paradigms.

The book also serves as a litmus test for the decolonial power inherent in autoethnography, revealing how autoethnography can transform personal items into cultural vehicles, and how an archive can be approached, read, assessed, and accessed as a tool or prism for interrogating the larger culture. It focuses on Yorùbá culture, which also serves as an example of what autoethnography can do for Africa – its approach to Yorùbá culture, highlighting its knowledge forms and epistemic practices, without privileging Eurocentric perspectives at the
ideological level or at the realm of the subject-object/research-researched dynamic. These encourage the centralizing of African knowledge and place it at the center of Africa and its knowledge matrix.

The conclusions, reached by merging personal experience with public knowledge while using the archive to reflect on aspects of folklore such as proverbs, hair making, sculpting, painting, singing, masquerading, festivals, burial ceremonies, and philosophical concepts and practices, reinforce the decoloniality of autoethnography. Through autoethnography, the personal learning of an archive is reworked into a tool for communal representation. This study critically blends personal and public realities, generic knowledge and private experience, the subjectivity of self-narratives and the objectivity of research, and academia’s exclusivity and elitism with the accessibility of knowledge gained from folklore and pedagogical narratives. It recognizes that autoethnography is an essential tool that can emphasize and enhance African epistemologies, rivaling Eurocentric approaches while circumventing their faults.

*Decolonizing African Knowledge: Autoethnography and African Epistemologies* is different because it offers insights into the value of an insider’s perspective, applied through any medium, when it is retooled into a critical paradigm in knowledge production or the understanding thereof. The approach it presents offers greater benefits in understanding African cultures than borrowing foreign paradigms or for an insider to rework these borrowed paradigms as templates for viewing their culture. It also takes readers on a journey that transforms personal reflection into communal inquiry, emphasizing both personal experience and belongings as parts of the public (communal) reality that defines them. The intersection of private and public knowledge in the book reveals that autoethnography can access an archive to examine a culture’s foundational realities and knowledge base, emphasizing its ethos, thought system, epistemology, and philosophy in the process.
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